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QTY DESCRIPTION

1 Standard Foil Balloon

1 Mini Foil Cup

1

2

Epiphany Pom Bow
           -or-
Pre-notch Bows

4-6 20" Lengths of Curling Ribbon

2 7" Squares of Colored Cello Wrap

1 7" Full-width Strip of Colored Cello Wrap 

1 Handful of Shred

1 Candy Connector

1 Candy Box Dot

Colors
Plan your candy bouquet first.  Choose coordinating balloon,
bows, curling ribbon, cello, shred and candy.

Filler
Crumple the 7” strip of cello and fill about 3” of the mason jar.
Add candy.  Use shred to fill space on top of candy.

Cello
Lay the two 7” squares of cello at a 45° angle to each other so the corners form 
an eight point star. Center cello wrap over mouth of jar, then place the lid over 
the cello and screw on the ring.

Candy Connector
Use the candy box dot to attach the candy connector to the center of the lid.

Curling Ribbon
Tie 2 or 3 strands of curling ribbon in a double knot around the candy 
connector and curl the ribbon. Repeat with remaining strands.

Bow
For epiphany pom bow: Fluff the bow and attach to the candy connector.
For pre-notch bows: Staple the bow backing cards together to form
a tunnel for the candy connector; then fluff the bows.  Slide onto the
candy connector.

Balloon
Air inflate the foil balloon and attach the mini foil cup.  Slide the
foil cup onto the candy connector and push down to secure.

20-25 Pieces Hard Candy*

Supplies from in-store departments

Supplies from Balloons Everywhere

Store Made
Ready Go® Gifts
Large Candy Bouquet

*Use starlight mints, cinnamon discs, butterscotch 
discs, or similar candy.

Scan the QR 
code to view an 
instructional video 
about attaching 
cups to balloons. 

Educational
Videos

1 Large Mason Jar

Supplies from floral department


